AGRI-FOOD INDUSTRY EXPORTS AMOUNTED TO €46.6 BILLION in 2020 (FRENCH CUSTOMS AUTHORITIES)

33% OF THE TOTAL NATIONAL PRODUCTION OF VEGETABLES AND 14% OF THAT OF FRUIT is intended for processing (FRANCEAGRIMER)

334 FOREIGN INVESTMENT PROJECTS have created more than 7,500 jobs in France since 2016 (ANNUAL REPORT, BUSINESS FRANCE)

THE SECOND LEADING INDUSTRIAL SECTOR IN FRANCE, WITH 17% OF THE VALUE OF THE INDUSTRY’S PRODUCTION carried out in the agri-food industry in 2018 (EUROSTAT)

WITH REVENUES OF NEARLY €200 BILLION, FRANCE IS EUROPE’S SECOND LARGEST MARKET within the agri-food industry after Germany (MINISTRY FOR AGRICULTURE)

42,500 BUSINESSES IN THE AGRI-FOOD INDUSTRIES, EMPLOYING MORE THAN 480,000 PEOPLE in 2020 (URSSAF)

42,500 BUSINESSES IN THE AGRI-FOOD INDUSTRIES, EMPLOYING MORE THAN 480,000 PEOPLE in 2020 (URSSAF)
In 2020, **France was #3 in Europe in terms of equipment exports for the agri-food industry, after Germany** (GTA/IHS)

**The world’s fifth largest exporter of dairy machinery and equipment and sugar refinery machinery and equipment** (GTA/IHS)

**€130 million will be allocated to the modernization of slaughterhouses as part of the “Relaunch France” plan** (AXEMA)

**Europe’s #2 producer of agri-food transport equipment** (AXEMA)

In 2020, **the main destination countries for French exports of equipment for the agri-food industries** were Germany, the United States, Belgium, Spain and Italy (GTA / IHS)
44 FOREIGN INVESTMENT PROJECTS in the agricultural and agri-food machinery and equipment sector, maintaining or creating more than 1,500 jobs since 2014. (Business France)

10 INNOVATION CLUSTERS in France covering agriculture and agri-food, monitored by the Ministry for Agriculture and Food.

TWO BENCHMARK CLUSTERS FOR THE WINE INDUSTRY IN FRANCE: Innov’In et Vinseo.

IN 2019, THE AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING SECTOR comprised 460 businesses and 23,300 jobs, with €8.1 billion in revenues.

(Business France)